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CLEAN SEED CAPITAL GROUP LTD. RETAINS RENMARK 
FINANCIAL COMMUNICATIONS INC. 

 
 
May 5, 2020 - Burnaby, British Columbia - Clean Seed Capital Group Ltd. (TSX-V: 
CSX) (“Clean Seed”) announces that it has retained the services of Renmark Financial 
Communications Inc. (“Renmark”) to handle its investor relations and media relations 
activities. 
 
“We are pleased to announce that we have selected Renmark to reinforce Clean Seed's 
profile in the financial community and enhance the visibility of our company. We chose 
Renmark because its standards and methodologies fit best with the message we wish to 
communicate to the investing public,” noted Graeme Lempriere, Chairman and CEO of 
Clean Seed.  
 
In consideration of the services to be provided, Clean Seed will pay up to $12,000 per 
month, starting May 1, 2020 for a period of six months, and monthly thereafter if extended.  
 
Renmark does not have any interest, directly or indirectly, in Clean Seed or its securities, 
or any right or intent to acquire such an interest. 
 
ON BEHALF OF THE BOARD 
“Graeme Lempriere” 
Chief Executive Officer 
 
Renmark Financial Communications Inc. 
Daniel Gordon  
dgordon@renmarkfinancial.com 
Tel: (416) 644-2020 or (212) 812-7680 
www.renmarkfinancial.com 
 
About Clean Seed Capital Group Ltd. 
The common shares of Clean Seed Capital Group Ltd. are listed on the TSX Venture 
Exchange and trade under the symbol "CSX".  
 
We are a team of innovators and business management professionals with a proven track 
record of game changing innovation and production of patented agricultural technologies 
at an incredibly high level. We pride ourselves as progress facilitators that turn solutions 
for modern agricultural problem into commercially viable products to fulfill new demand. 
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Clean Seed’s SMART Seeder™ technologies are revolutionary seeding tools that utilize 
the unique synergy of sophisticated electronic metering and intuitive software control 
putting row-by-row variable rate technology at the forefront of agricultural innovation.  
Our innovations create a new class of highly accurate seeding equipment designed 
specifically for today’s farmer. 
 
For further information please contact Clean Seed at 604-566-9895 and visit our website 
at http://www.cleanseedcapital.com.   
 
Neither TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is 
defined in the policies of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the 
adequacy or accuracy of this release. 
 
 


